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Section 1 - Short questions
[8]

1. (a) Suppose b1 and b2 are both Java boolean expressions. Circle true or false for the value of the boolean
expression
(!(b1 || (!b2))) && ((!b1) || b2) in cases where b1 and b2 have values as in the table.

b1 b2 (!(b1 || (!b2))) && ((!b1) || b2)

True True True False

True False True False

False True True False

False True True False

(b) Without using any library methods or classes, write an expression that will evaluate to true whenever a
char variable c represents NEITHER an uppercase letter NOR a lowercase letter.
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[15]
2. In each of the following, you will be shown a small snippet of code written by someone else. In some cases, the

code is not very good and contains bugs because the developers who wrote the code did not go to McGill where
they would have learned better in COMP 202.

You should then write in the box what is printed when the code is executed (or in the case of part d or e write
the answer to the questions). You may assume the code below compiles. (15 points)

Part Answer
a (what prints?)

b (what prints?)

c (what prints?)

d (how many objects exist?)

e (which code is better and why?)

(a) public class PartA
{

public static void swapIntArrays(int[] x, int[] y)
{

int[] temp = x;
x = y;
y = temp;

}

public static void main(String[] args)
{

int[] x = {10, 20, 30};
int[] y = {40, 50, 60};
swapIntArrays(x,y);
System.out.println(x[0] + " " + y[0]);

}
}
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(b) public class PartB
{

public static int[] addElement(int[] x, int newElement)
{

int oldLength = x.length;
x = new int[x.length + 1];
x[oldLength] = newElement;
return x;

}

public static void main(String[] args)
{

int[] x = {10, 20, 30};

int[] y = addElement(x, 4);
System.out.println(x.length + " " + y.length);

}
}

(c) Suppose you have a type called Vector which has two properties: an x and a y. It also has a constructor
which assigns to x the value of the first expression passed as input and to y the value of the second
expression passed as input. Assume that the methods getX() and getY() are defined on a Vector
object as well to get these two properties and setX() and setY() are defined to set these two properties.

public class PartC
{

public static void confusingBadCode(Vector[] x)
{

Vector a = x[0];
Vector b = x[1];
Vector c = a;
Vector d = b;
Vector e = c;
c = new Vector(200,400);
b = c;
b.setX(6);
x[0] = new Vector(10,20);

}

public static void main(String[] args)
{

Vector[] x = new Vector[2];
x[0] = new Vector(3.0,4.0);
x[1] = new Vector(100.0,100.0);
confusingBadCode(x);
System.out.println(x[0].getX() + " " + x[0].getY() + " "

+ x[1].getX() + " " + x[1].getY());
}

}
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(d) Not counting the array args, how many objects are created total in the following code?

public class PartD
{

public static int[] copyArray(int[] x)
{

int[] y = new int[x.length];
int[] z = y;
for (int i = 0; i < x.length; i++)
{

z[i] = x[i];
}

int[] a = z;

return a;
}

public static void main(String[] args)
{

int[] x = {10, 20, 30};

int[] y = new int[x.length];
y = copyArray(x);
...

}
}

(e) Suppose we replaced the code in part D above

int[] y = new int[x.length];
y = copyArray(x);

with

int[] y = copyArray(x);

Answer in the box, which code is more efficient and WHY?
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[12]
3. (12 points) For the GroceryStore class you have the following properties and methods.

public class GroceryStore
{

public String[] items;
public double[] costs;
private String name;

public GroceryStore() { ... }

public void addItem(String newItem, double cost) { ... }

public void setName(String newName) { ... }

public String getName() { ... }
}

Answer the following questions about the code

(a) All grocery stores have bread. To represent this, suppose that as the first line in the constructor for
GroceryStore someone wrote

items[0] = "bread";

Decide if this would cause an exception and if so, what kind of exception (e.g. a NullPointerException
or an ArrayIndexOutOfBoundsException) and then explain why in 2 or 3 sentences.
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(b) To test your class, you decide to write a main method which calls setName() and getName() and then
verifies the output by printing to the screen. Your code looks like the following:

public static void main(String[] args) {
setName("Loblaws"); //THIS IS THE LINE OF THE COMPILER ERROR
String name = getName();
System.out.println("The name of the grocery store is " + name);

}

This code gives the following error:

GroceryStore.java:1324: non-static method setName(java.lang.String)
cannot be referenced from a static context

The line 1324 is the line setName("Loblaws"). How can you properly call setName() in order to
test the method? Write exact line or lines of Java code below.

(c) Currently costs is a public property. You remember that your COMP 202 teacher told you this was a
bad idea because other classes could modify the property of your object. You would like to make it a
private property, but still need to access the list of items in a grocery store object, so you add a method
getCosts(). Fill in the method getCosts() in such a way that no other class would have access
to be able to modify the contents of the array costs. Hint: Remember that an array variable is a
reference variable storing the address of an object that can be changed.

public double[] getCosts() {

}
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Programming Questions
[10]

4. The digit sum on a non-zero integer n is defined in the following way: Start with the number n and calculate the
sum of its digits. If this number is a 1 digit number, then the digit sum is equal to n. If the result is a multi digit
number still, then repeat this process until it becomes a one digit number. By definition, the digit sum of the
number 0 is 9. Also by definition, the digit sum of a negative number is equal to the digit sum of the absolute
value of the number (e.g. digitsum(-135) = digitsum(135))

For example, the digit sum of 135 is 9 since 1 plus 3 plus 5 equals 9, which is a one digit number. The digit sum
of 987 is 6 since 9 plus 8 plus 7 is 24, a two digit number, and 2 plus 4 is 6.

Assume that you have a very large amount of memory and are running a special version of Java in which any
arbitrarily sized number can be stored into an int. Write a method digitSum that takes as input an int and
returns an int representing the digit sum.

Hint: Given an int n, you can use the modulus operator to extract the ones digit by taking n % 10.
In addition, any time you divide an integer by 10, you shift the digits of the number so that what was
previously in the 100s column is now in the 10s, what was previously in the 10s is now in the 1s column,
etc. Combining these two ideas, you can extract any digit.
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[15]
5. Probably the most famous result involving digit sums is that the digit sum of any multiple of 9 is always 9 itself.

You may wonder whether this result is true for other numbers from 1 until 8 as well. For this question, you will
write a computer program that checks this using data.

You may use the method digitsum() written above regardless of whether you wrote it correctly or not
Write a main method in a class NumberExperiment that does the following:

(a) Call the method digitSum on every integer from -100,000 until 100,000 (inclusive of each boundary).
Note that you may assume digitSum is also inside the class NumberExperiment

(b) For each single digit number digit from 1 until 9 you should count the following:

i. The number of times that a number is a multiple of digit AND has a digit sum of digit,
ii. The number of times that a number is a multiple of digit BUT does NOT have a digit sum of

digit,
iii. The number of times that a number is NOT a multiple of digit BUT has a digit sum of digit
iv. The number of times that a number is NOT a multiple of digit AND does NOT have a digit sum of

digit.

(c) Once you have repeated this procedure for all n from 1 until 9, you should print the following:

i. The statistics revealing each type of count. The order of the counts should correspond with the order-
ing of the bullet points (i.e. i, ii, iii, iv) directly above.

ii. The numbers for which the digit sum is always matching based on your experiment.

A sample run of the program is shown below:

For value 1 the counts are: 22224 177777 0 0
For value 2 the counts are: 11112 88889 11110 88890
For value 3 the counts are: 22222 44445 0 133334
For value 4 the counts are: 5556 44445 16666 133334
For value 5 the counts are: 4446 35555 17776 142224
For value 6 the counts are: 11112 22221 11110 155558
For value 7 the counts are: 3176 25395 19046 152384
For value 8 the counts are: 2778 22223 19444 155556
For value 9 the counts are: 22223 0 0 177778
The following values always match: 9
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USE THIS PAGE FOR QUESTION 5
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[10]
6. In this question you will write 2 methods. The first method can be written however you like, but the second

method must use recursion.

(a) Write a method insert which takes as input an int[] array, an int element, and an int
index which inserts element into the index position of the array. Since an array is not resiz-
able, the method should shift every element over to the right of the array by one. The element at the end is
removed from the array. The method should return void but modify the array passed as input.
For example, if array contains {1, 2, 30, 4, 5}, element is 6 and index is 1, after your
method completes, the new contents of array should be {1, 6, 2, 30, 4}

public static void insert(int[] array, int element, int index) {

}

(b) Using recursion, write a method shiftArray which takes as input an int n and modifies the array
passed as input by shifting, in a circular fashion, the array by n positions to the right. The method should
return void.
For example, if array contains {1, 2, 3, 4, 5} and n is 3, then after your method completes, the
array should contain {3,4,5,1,2 }
Hint: Think about how to use your method insert written above to accomplish this

public static void shiftArray(int[] array, int n)
{

}
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General notes that apply to all questions in the following section, unless otherwise stated:

• null references: You may assume that for every method you write, none of the parameters it accepts
can be a null reference; in other words, your methods do not have to handle cases in which their
parameters are null references. Similarly, you may also assume that none of the arrays your methods
take as parameters contain null references.

• Using the methods or classes that you are asked to define: when writing your solution to a question
in this section, you may assume that the methods and classes in all other questions in this section have
been successfully implemented, even if you have not even attempted these other questions.

• You are responsible for remembering to import classes as necessary.
• You may implement the specification below in almost any way you like. However, as in your assign-

ments, you cannot add any public methods or member variables to your classes beyond the specifica-
tion, but you may add private helper methods or member variables if you wish.

• Even if you are short on time, do not leave any questions blank. You will get points for things such as
class headers, method headers, etc, if you write them.

Object Oriented Programming

Managing a Movie Theater
In the next several questions, you will write classes that allow one to manage a movie theatre.

[15]

7. Write a class Movie in which you define a new type Movie. (15 points)

A Movie is defined to have the following private properties:

• String title

• String[] actors

• int numActors

A Movie object should have the following public methods/behaviors defined on it.

• A constructor that takes as input one String, theTitle. It should set the title field equal to the input
parameter. Additionally, it should store into actors the address of an array with 5 elements in it and
initialize numActors to be 0.

• A method getTitle() which returns the title of the Movie

• A method addActor() which takes as input a String actor and adds the String to the first free
position of the array actors. Since some movies may have more than 5 actors and your constructor
created an array of size 5, it is possible that there is no space in the array. In this case, you should create a
new array and copy the values from the original array into this new array before updating the value of the
property actors. Note that is possible that after successive additions, there will once again be no space
in actors. Your code must be general enough that the Movie object can keep track of any amount of
String in the array actors. Increment numActors by one.

• A method containsActor() which takes as input a String actor and returns a boolean indi-
cating whether or not the array actors contains the input String actor.

Note that for this question you may NOT use ArrayList
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USE THIS PAGE TO ANSWER QUESTION 7
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[15]
8. Write a class MoviePlex in which you define a new type MoviePlex (15 points)

A MoviePlex is defined to have the following private properties:

• A Movie[] playing representing which movie is playing in which theatre. This is done by assigning
each theater a number from 0 until size - 1 and filling the array playing appropriately.)

• An ArrayList<Record> records . See appendix for information on the type Record. Each
Record contains a pair of Movie movie and int count representing a list of attendances at each
showing of the movie.

A MoviePlex object should have the following non static methods defined on it:

• A constructor which takes as input a Movie[] nowPlaying representing the list of Movies playing
in each theatre of the MoviePlex. The constructor should initialize all properties appropriately. Note
that you may assume no elements of nowPlaying are null.

• A method addSalesRecordwhich takes as input an int theaterNumber and an int sales and
returns void. The method should create a new Record object based on the Movie at index theaterNumber
of playing and based on the count sales. It should add this Record object to records. You may
assume that there is indeed a movie playing in theatre theaterNumber. Note that the constructor for
Record throws an exception when there is bad input. If there is a problem, your method should print an
error message and then terminate.

• A method getAverageAttendance which takes as input a String representing a movie title and,
by viewing all the elements of records calculates the average number of movie viewers that have gone
per show to see the Movie with title title.

• A method getActorsMovieswhich takes as input a String actor and returns an ArrayList<Movie>
containing all of the Movies for which actor is participating as an actor.
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USE THIS PAGE IF YOU NEED ADDITIONAL SPACE.
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USE THIS PAGE IF YOU NEED ADDITIONAL SPACE.
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USE THIS PAGE IF YOU NEED ADDITIONAL SPACE.
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USE THIS PAGE IF YOU NEED ADDITIONAL SPACE.
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USE THIS PAGE IF YOU NEED EVEN MORE ADDITIONAL SPACE. CLEARLY INDICATE WHICH QUES-
TION(S) YOU ARE ANSWERING HERE.
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SUMMARY OF JAVA STANDARD LIBRARY METHODS FOR SELECTED CLASSES

• String (package java.lang) Methods:

– public boolean equals(Object anObject): Compares this String to anObject.
– public boolean equalsIgnoreCase(String anotherString): Compares, ignoring case considerations, this String

to anotherString.
– public int compareTo(String anotherString): Compares this String to anotherString lexicographically;

returns a negative value if this String occurs before anotherString, a positive value if this String occurs after anotherString,
and 0 if both Strings are equal.

– public int compareToIgnoreCase(String anotherString): Compares, ignoring case considerations, this String
to anotherString lexicographically; returns a negative value if this String occurs before anotherString, a positive value
if this String occurs after anotherString, and 0 if both Strings are equal.

– public String substring(int start, int finish): Returns a new String composed of the this String starting
from index start and up to, but not including index of finish

– public String replace(char c, char d) : Returns a new String with all occurrences of the character c in the this
String replaced by the character d.

– public char[] toCharArray(): Converts this String to a new character array.

• Scanner (package java.util) Methods:

– public Scanner(Inputstream source): Constructs a new Scanner that produces values scanned from the specified
input stream.

– public Scanner(File f): Constructs a new Scanner that produces values scanned from the specified File
– public double nextDouble(): Scans the next token of the input as a double.
– public boolean nextBoolean(): Scans the next token of the input as a boolean.
– public int nextInt(): Scans the next token of the input as an int.
– public int next(): Scans the next line of the input as a String.
– public String nextLine(): Advances this Scanner past the current line and returns the input read.
– public boolean hasNextLine(): Checks whether there are further lines left to scan.

• PrintStream (package java.io) Methods:

– public void print(boolean b): Prints boolean value b.
– public void print(double d): Prints double value d.
– public void print(int i): Prints int value i.
– public void print(Object o): Prints Object o.
– public void print(String s): Prints String s.
– public void println(): Terminates the current line by writing the line separator string.
– public void println(boolean b): Prints boolean value b and then terminates the line.
– public void println(double d): Prints double value d and then terminates the line.
– public void println(int i): Prints int value i and then terminates the line.
– public void println(Object o): Prints Object o and then terminates the line.
– public void println(String s): Prints String s and then terminates the line.

• ArrayList (package java.util) Methods:

– public boolean ArrayList<type>(): Creates a new ArrayList<type>

– public void add(type t) : Appends the specified element to the end of this list.
– public void add(int index, type t): Inserts the specified element at the specified position in this list. item public
void addAll(Collection<type> c): Appends all of the elements in the specified collection to the end of this list, in the
order that they are returned by the specified collection’s Iterator.

– public boolean contains(Object o): Returns true if this list contains the specified element.
– public type get(int index): Returns the element at the specified position in this list.
– public int indexOf(Object o): Returns the index of the first occurrence of the specified element in this list, or -1 if this

list does not contain the element. It searches for the object by calling the .equals() method defined on the Object.
– public boolean remove(Object o): Removes the first occurrence of the specified element from this list, if it is present.
– public int size(): Returns the number of elements in this list.

• Math (package java.lang) Methods:

– public static double pow(double a, double b): Returns the value of a raised to the power of b.
– public static double sqrt(double a): Returns the correctly rounded positive square root of double value a.
– public static double random(): Returns a double value with a positive sign, greater than or equal to 0.0 and less than
1.0.
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– public static double exp(double a): Returns Euler’s number e raised to the power of double value a. (base e) of
double value a. of double value a.

• Record (made up for the exam)

– public Record(Movie m, int count) throws NotAPositiveNumberException : Creates an object of type Record which
keeps track of the number of sales a specific movie had in one showing.

– public Movie getMovie() : Returns the Movie object stored in the Record
– public Movie getCount() : Returns the number of sales stored in the Record


